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The Coulomb drag effect has been observed as a tiny current induced by both electron-hole asym-
metry and interactions in normal coupled quantum dot devices. In the present work we show that
the effect can be boosted by replacing one of the normal electrodes by a superconducting one. More-
over, we show that at low temperatures and for sufficiently strong coupling to the superconducting
lead, the Coulomb drag is dominated by Andreev processes, is robust against details of the system
parameters and can be controlled with a single gate voltage. This mechanism can be distinguished
from single-particle contributions by a sign inversion of the drag current.

Introduction.— The possibility to induce a current in
an unbiased electronic circuit by proximity with a nearby
driven system is a measurable manifestation of electron-
electron correlations and broken symmetries. For this
reason, the Coulomb drag effect has attracted theoret-
ical and experimental attention for many decades [1].
In extended samples with translational invariance, mo-
mentum exchange across conductors is the relevant drag
mechanism [2]. Remarkably, when the samples are su-
perconducting (e.g., Coulomb coupled bilayers or Joseph-
son junction arrays) Cooper pairs must be taken into ac-
count [3, 4], leading to drag supercurrents [5], charge soli-
tons [6], exciton formation [7] and depinning [8] (see also
Ref. [9] for a discussion of drag currents in normal tunnel
junction arrays).

In contrast, in mesoscopic systems such as coupled
quantum dots or point contacts, which lack translational
invariance, Coulomb drag is driven by energy transfer.
Moreover, finite drag currents with normal leads require
the presence of energy-dependent tunneling rates break-
ing electron-hole and inversion symmetries [10–19]. Al-
though this leads to a rather tiny and uncontrolled effect
strongly dependent on the system parameters, drag cur-
rents have been observed in nanoelectronic devices [20–
24]. The mesoscopic Coulomb drag can also be viewed
as arising from rectifying nonequilibrium charge fluctu-
ations. This makes the connection with exciting issues
in modern quantum thermodynamics: energy harvest-
ing [25–27], heat transport [28–30], and rectifiers [31, 32].

In this Letter, we explore how the mesoscopic Coulomb
drag is affected by superconducting correlations. Let us
consider a proximitized nanostructure [33] like the one de-
picted in Fig. 1(a). It consists of two capacitively coupled
quantum dots [34–36]: the active dot is coupled to two
voltage-biased normal reservoirs, whereas the passive one
is coupled to a normal and a superconducting lead (hence
breaking inversion symmetry). Due to the presence of a
superconducting gap, the tunneling rates exhibit a well
defined energy dependence which has proven useful for
quasiparticle turnstiles [37] and refrigeration [38–41].

Superconductivity gives rise, however, to an additional

and totally different drag mechanism via the Andreev
reflection of an electron into a hole at the passive quan-
tum dot [42]. Mediated by Coulomb interactions, charge
fluctuations in the active dot correlates with the pair-
ing processes, hence breaking electron-hole symmetry, as
schematically depicted in the lower insets of Fig. 1(b). A
key role is played by the coherent superposition of the
passive dot charge states induced by pairing and which
can be controlled by external gate voltages. Tuning the
position of the passive dot level, the drag current would
display a transition from electron- to hole-like dominated
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FIG. 1. Superconductivity induced Coulomb drag in hybrid
dot structures. (a) Scheme of the capacitively coupled double
quantum dot device analyzed in this work. A drag current is
generated in the passive dot (p) connected to unbiased normal
(N) and superconducting (S) electrodes due to the Coulomb
interaction with electrons tunneling through the active dot, a,
attached to voltage biased terminals (L and R). In this dia-
gram, an electron in N is transformed into a Cooper pair in S
with a retroreflected hole. This Andreev process is correlated
through the interaction (red line) with a charge fluctuation in
the active subsystem (blue arrow). (b) Drag current Idrag as
a function of the passive dot level εp and temperature T (nor-
malized with the critical temperature Tc). Cooper pairs and
quasiparticles contribute with opposite signs. At low temper-
ature, the current is given by Andreev processes (lower insets).
By increasing temperature, a crossover occurs where they co-
exist with quasiparticle tunneling (upper insets). Parameters
(in meV): ∆(T=0) = 0.2, ΓS = ΓN = ΓL = ΓR = 0.05,
Vbias = 5, εa=0, and Up = 5Uap = 0.5.
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behavior. As we show in this work, the Andreev drag
mechanism dominates at low temperature T for realistic
system parameters, and could be distinguished from the
conventional (single particle) processes by a drag current
sign reversal in state-of-the-art experiments.

Model and methods.— We model the device depicted
in Fig. 1(a) with a Hamiltonian of the form Ĥ = Ĥdqd +

Ĥleads + Ĥt, where

Ĥdqd =
∑

α

εαn̂α + Upn̂p,↑n̂p,↓ + Uapn̂an̂p, (1)

is the double quantum dot Hamiltonian with active (α =
a) and passive (α = p) dots, energy levels εα, intra- (Up)
and interdot (Uap) charging energies and number opera-

tors n̂p = Σσn̂p,σ = Σσd̂
†
p,σd̂p,σ with spin σ = {↑, ↓} and

n̂a = d̂†ad̂a, where d̂p,σ and d̂a are the electron annihila-
tion operators in passive and active dots (note that, for
simplicity, the active dot is described in terms of spinless
electrons as this degree of freedom does not play a role
in the drag physics). Ĥleads and Ĥt are the uncoupled
leads and the lead-dot tunneling Hamiltonians, respec-
tively. While the passive dot is coupled to a normal (N)
and a superconducting (S) lead, the active dot is con-
nected to two normal ones (L and R). The corresponding
tunneling rates are denoted by Γβ , where β = N,S, L,R
labels the terminals with chemical potential µβ . Since the
passive dot is in equilibrium we set µN = µS = 0, while
the active dot is voltage biased as µL = −µR = eVbias/2.

In order to obtain the transport properties for this
model we apply two complementary approaches. For the
numerical calculations, we use a nonequilibrium Green’s
functions (NEGF) formalism including up to second-
order diagrams for the interaction self-energies and tak-
ing into account the BCS temperature dependence for
the S lead gap. Additionally, we use a master equation
description to analytically identify the relevant processes
responsible for the drag current. This latter approach
is valid in two limiting cases: (i) the drag is carried by
Cooper pairs (assuming the infinite limit for the super-
conducting gap ∆), and (ii) pairing is neglected and drag
is due to single-quasiparticle processes only [43].

The drag current as a function of temperature and pas-
sive dot level obtained using NEGF is shown in Fig. 1(b).
The chosen parameters correspond to realistic values that
can be achieved in current experimental setups [33]. As
a first remark, we notice that the drag current can reach
values of the order of 0.1 nA, which can be easily detected
experimentally [24]. Secondly, we observe four different
regions depending on the sign of the drag current. At
low temperatures, this sign changes when εp crosses the
electron-hole symmetric point εehp = −(Up+Uap)/2, turn-
ing from positive to negative as the passive dot is depop-
ulated. At higher temperatures an additional sign change
occurs, while the size of the drag current is significantly
reduced, and eventually disappears when the gap is closed
for T > Tc. As discussed below, this change of behaviour

is physically connected to the microscopic mechanisms
yielding the Coulomb drag, pinpointing a crossover from
the Andreev drag regime to the quasiparticle tunneling
regime as temperature is raised.

Drag out of correlated Andreev reflection.— We can
gain insight on the low temperature behavior using the
master equation approach with the transition rates cal-
culated in the limit ∆, eVbias � kBT . In this approxi-
mate analysis, the relevant basis states are |i, n〉, where
i = {0, σ, 2} denotes the occupation of the passive dot
and n = 0, 1 is the number of electrons in the active
one. Pairing induced by coupling to the superconduc-
tor hybridizes the even-i states in the passive dot, lead-
ing to |±,n〉 = N−1±,n(A±,n|0,n〉 − ΓS |2,n〉), with A±,n =

ε̃n±
√
ε̃2n+Γ2

S , ε̃n = εp+nUap+Up/2, and the normaliza-
tion factor N±,n. The odd states |σ,n〉 remain uncoupled.
Importantly, the even superpositions and the eigenener-
gies E±,n = nεa +A∓,n, Eσn = εp + n(εa + Uap) depend
on the occupation of the active dot, see Fig. 2(a).

In the weak tunneling regime, the transition rates be-
tween the different states |κ〉→|λ〉 are given by Γαβλκ =

Gαβλκ fβ(Eλ−Eκ) when involving an electron tunneling

from terminal β into quantum dot α, and γαβλκ =

J αβλκ [1 − fβ(Eκ−Eλ)] when involving a hole [53–55].

Here, Gαβλκ = Γβ |〈λ|δ̂†α|κ〉|2 are the leading-order tun-

neling rates with δ̂a ≡ d̂a, δ̂p ≡
∑
σ d̂p,σ and fβ(E) =

{1+exp[(E−µβ)/kBT ]}−1 the Fermi-Dirac function. For
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FIG. 2. Andreev-Coulomb drag mechanism. (a) Pairing in-
duces avoided crossings in the even states |±, n〉. Two cyclic
processes are highlighted which correspond to Eq. (2), with
n = 1, n′ = 0 (orange) and n = 0, n′ = 1 (green). These cy-
cles are assisted by charge fluctuations in the active dot and
lead to finite drag currents. (b) The imbalance of tunneled
electrons and holes dictates the sign of the current by means
of the asymmetry of the transition rates, parametrized here
by R = (r+0r−1−1)/(r+0r−1+1), depending on the level po-
sition εp. The grey line in (a) and (b) marks the electron-hole
symmetry point, εehp . Parameters as in Fig. 1(b).
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J αβλκ , one replaces δ̂†α by δ̂α in the expression for Gαβλκ .
At low temperatures, transitions |κ〉→|λ〉 involving ter-

minal N are energetically suppressed if Eλ−Eκ � µN =
0. Noticing that E±n − Eσn = Up/2 ∓

√
ε̃2n+Γ2

S , we see
that transitions to |−,n〉 are only possible if mediated
by a fluctuation in the active dot. Due to the interac-
tion Up, the energies of the |+,n〉 and |σ,n〉 states might
cross, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Hence, for a constant n
the passive dot is in a statistical mixture of states |+,n〉
and |σ,n〉. Then, electrons tunneling from L to R change
the charge n and consequently the passive dot under-
goes transitions between different states. In particular,
depending on which is the ground state, the transitions
|+,n〉 ↔ |−,n±1〉 and |σ,n〉 ↔ |σ,n±1〉 are important
for unblocking the dynamics. Furthermore, they enable
cycles of the form

|σ,n〉→|+,n〉↔|−,n′〉→|σ,n′〉↔|σ,n〉, (2)

as sketched in Fig. 2(a) by the green (for n′ = n+ 1) and
orange (for n′ = n− 1) arrows. They include two transi-
tions in terminal N involving different superpositions at
different occupations of the active dot, |+,n〉 and |−,n′〉.
Thus, the weights in these superpositions are changed in
the processes due to both pairing and Coulomb interac-
tions. These are the minimal cycles that allow for a net
charge exchange between N and S and ultimately lead to
a drag current.

The drag effect requires the electron-hole symmetry to
be dynamically broken [13]. In our system, transitions
|σ,n〉→|+,n〉 and |−,n〉→|σ,n〉 can both be due to the
tunneling of either an electron or a hole into the pas-
sive dot. Whether electron or hole transport dominates
depends in each case on the relative weight of the even
states via the ratios r+n=GpN+n,σn/J pN+n,σn=Γ2

S/A
2
+n and

r−n=GpNσn,−n/J pNσn,−n=A2
−n/Γ

2
S . In the cycles of Eq. (2),

more electrons than holes will on average be transferred
if r+nr−n′ > 1. Remarkably, these ratios can be con-
trolled by tuning the passive dot energy level with a gate
voltage. For r±n > 1 electron tunneling will occur at a
higher rate than hole tunneling if ε̃n < 0. In this way
if ε̃0<ε̃1<0 (like the green example in Fig. 2), we have
A2

+,n<Γ2
S<A

2
−,n. Then most likely, two electrons tunnel

from N into the passive dot along with a Cooper pair
created in the superconductor, giving rise to a positive
drag current. In the opposite case ε̃0 > 0 (like for the
orange cycle in Fig. 2), the two transitions are hole-like
and the drag current is accordingly reversed. As shown in
Fig. 2(b), r+nr−n′−1 is monotonic when tuning εp across
the intermediate region. It changes sign at εehp , together
with Idrag [see Fig. 1(b)]. At this point electron and hole
processes occur with the same rate during the cycle and
cancel each other, resulting in no net drag current.

We stress that the pairing term is necessary for the drag
current in the Andreev regime since (i) it splits the de-
generacy points of even and odd states, and (ii) it breaks
electron-hole symmetry by making r±n 6= 1. However, in-
creasing the S coupling has a counter-productive effect:
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FIG. 3. Unraveling the Andreev and quasiparticle contribu-
tions to the drag current. (a) Drag current as a function of ΓS

and εp. (b) Different contributions from the single quasipar-
ticle (Iqp) and pair tunneling (IA) currents to the total drag
current (It). Dashed lines in (b) are fitting curves to the ΓS

and Γ2
S lines. Parameters as in Fig. 1, except for T = 2Tc/3.

in the limit ΓS � ε̃n we find r±n → 1, i.e., tunneling
becomes electron-hole symmetric and the drag effect ac-
cordingly vanishes.

Note that this drag effect differs from the normal
one [13, 16, 17] in that both the existence of the drag
current and its sign are determined by εp, while in nor-
mal systems both depend on energy-resolved tunneling
asymmetries. Our device can also host such conventional
drag effect when current is carried by quasiparticles, as
discussed below. Strikingly enough, the sign of their con-
tribution is also well defined in terms of εp but is oppo-
site to that of the Andreev-Coulomb drag processes. This
would be useful for an experimental distinction of the two
mechanisms.

Quasiparticle drag.— Let us now consider a regime for
which pair tunneling can be neglected (e.g., high tem-
peratures and quantum dot levels close to the gap edges)
and therefore the number of electrons in the passive dot is
well defined. In a qualitative analysis, we can restrict the
charge of the passive dot to fluctuate between 0 or 1. In
the weak coupling regime, transport through the S bar-
rier consists of single-electron tunneling events whose rate
Γqp
Sn ∝ νS(εp + nUap) has an explicit energy dependence

given by the superconductor density of states νS(E) [43].
Since the rate is sensitive to the charge state of the active
dot n due to the Coulomb interaction Uap, this situation
is then analogous to that of Ref. [13], where the drag
effect appears in the presence of energy-dependent barri-
ers. Here, such dependence is provided by the supercon-
ducting gap, even if all other couplings Γβ are constant.
Thus, a drag current appears proportional to Γqp

S1 − Γqp
S0,

which depends on εp. For instance, if −∆ < εp < ∆ and
εp + Uap > ∆, we have Γqp

S1 � Γqp
S0, and consequently

electrons tunnel from N when n = 0 and into S over the
gap once the active dot gets occupied (thereby n changing
to 1). This causes a positive drag current. For εp < −∆
and −∆ < εp+Uap < ∆, the same happens for holes tun-
neling below the gap (n changing from 1 to 0) and the
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current becomes negative. Both cases are illustrated with
the upper insets in Fig. 1(b). As in the case of the pairing
contribution, the current changes sign at εp = εehp .

Andreev vs. quasiparticle drag.— The two limiting
cases discussed above lead to opposite contributions to
the drag current for the same configuration of the dot
levels. Their competition will then determine the overall
sign of the generated current, for instance, as a func-
tion of temperature as already shown in Fig. 1(b). The
value of εp relative to the crossover depends on temper-
ature since the BCS gap changes with temperature. We
furthermore investigate this competition as a function of
the pairing parameter ΓS in Fig. 3. Since the leading
contribution for the quasiparticle tunneling is sequential,
it is of the order ΓSΓN . However, the Andreev contri-
bution relies on higher order processes and depends on
ΓS (through r±n) as (ΓSΓN )2. Hence, for small values
of ΓS the quasiparticle contribution dominates. As the
pairing term increases, the Andreev-Coulomb mechanism
starts to govern the drag effect. This is reflected in a sign
change of the drag current as a function of ΓS for a fixed
dot level, see Fig. 3(a).

This interpretation is confirmed by means of an energy-
resolved separation of the different contributions to the
drag current within the NEGF calculations. Let IA be
the subgap term, which we expect to be mainly due to
Andreev processes, and Iqp the contribution over and be-
low the gap, mainly due to quasiparticles (see Ref. [43]
for further details). These are plotted in Fig. 3(b) for
εp > εehp [along the dashed line in Fig. 3(a)]. It indeed
shows that for small ΓS , IA is quadratic and negative,
while Iqp is linear and positive, as expected for the An-
dreev and quasiparticle processes discussed above.

Practical considerations.— In a typical experiment,
one could tune the gate voltages that control εa and
εp, as well as the bias voltage Vbias applied to the ac-
tive dot. The drag effect manifests as a correlation be-
tween the currents through the active and passive dots,
see Figs. 4(a) and (b). These correlations induced by Uap
are enhanced in the vicinity of the charge stability di-
agram degeneracy points, which give rise to an upward
shift in the drive current, cf. Fig. 4(b). This behaviour
is typical of fluctuation-induced transport in normal dou-
ble dot systems and leads to a current spot in the passive
system whose sign depends on the potential in the pas-
sive system [23, 24, 26]. Remarkably, for the Andreev-
Coulomb drag effect discussed here the induced current
feature is split into electron-like and hole-like contribu-
tions with opposite signs, as shown in Fig. 4(a).

The dependence on the bias voltage plotted in
Figs. 4(c) and (d) shows that the drag current appears at
the onset of nonlinearities in the drive current for large
enough voltages, as expected for active systems with no
energy-dependent tunneling rates [13, 17]. This is partic-
ularly clear at low temperatures where Idrag is blocked for
low voltages, see Fig. 4(c). The size of the blockade region
scales linearly with the Coulomb interaction, Uap. At
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FIG. 4. Drag and drive currents as functions of experimentally
tunable gate and bias voltages. (a), (b) Mutual backaction of
the drag and drive systems as εa and εp scan the degener-
acy points of the stability diagram for kBT = 0.01 meV and
Vbias = 0.6 meV. (c), (d) The drag current does not change
sign at zero bias voltage, proving its nonlinearity, here for
εp = 0. (c) At low temperatures, the Andreev-Coulomb drag
current is blocked at low voltages. Lifting of the blockade af-
fects the drive response. (d) At higher temperatures, these
features are washed out. Quasiparticle contributions change
the sign of the current. Other parameters are as in Fig. 1 and
kBTc = 0.15 meV.

higher temperatures [Fig. 4(d)] the blockade is smeared
out. Further, we observe that the drag current changes
sign with temperature due to the dominance of either
pair-correlated [Fig. 4(c)] or single-electron [Fig. 4(d)]
procesess. This behaviour is absent in coupled super-
conducting wires or layers when their drag effect is due
to supercurrents [5]. In Josephson junction arrays, the
drag current can change its sign when the superconduct-
ing gap is suppressed [6, 8]. However, in these devices
the induced current flows in the same (opposite) direc-
tion as the drive current when transport is due to pairs
(quasiparticles), while in our case it is independent of the
direction of the drive and can be controlled by a local
gate electrode.

Conclusions.— We have shown that pair tunneling in
interacting quantum dots coupled to normal and super-
conducting electrodes leads to a novel drag mechanism.
This Andreev-Coulomb drag can be distinguished from
the conventional single-electron mechanism by means of
a sign change in the drag current. Using two different
theoretical methods, we have evaluated the drag cur-
rents showing that the Andreev mechanism is a robust
effect and dominates at sufficiently small temperatures
and strong coupling to the superconducting electrode.
Our estimations, based on realistic parameters, indicate
that the effect would be significantly strong to be detected
using nowadays experimental techniques.
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S-I. THE MODEL

The total Hamiltonian is Ĥ = Ĥdqd + Ĥleads + Ĥt. The first term is the Hamiltonian for the double quantum dot
[Eq. (1) in the main text]:

Ĥdqd =
∑

α

εαn̂α + Upn̂p,↑n̂p,↓ + Uapn̂an̂p. (S1)

Here, the number operators are n̂p = Σσn̂p,σ = Σσd̂
†
p,σd̂p,σ with spin σ = {↑, ↓} and n̂a = d̂†ad̂a where d̂p,σ and d̂a

denote the electron annihilation operators in passive (α = p) and active (α = a) dots with energy εα (we take spinless
electrons for α = a since the spin degree of freedom in the active subsystem does not change the main physics of the
problem). The Hamiltonian of the electrodes is given by

Ĥleads =
∑

k

εk,Lĉ
†
k,Lĉk,L +

∑

k

εk,Rĉ
†
k,Rĉk,R +

∑

k,σ

εk,N ĉ
†
k,N,σ ĉk,N,σ +

∑

k,σ

εk,S ĉ
†
k,S,σ ĉk,S,σ +

∑

k

∆
(
ĉ†k,S,↑ĉ

†
k,S,↓ + h.c.

)
,

(S2)
where ĉk is the annihilation operator for electrons with energy εk and ∆ is the order parameter in the superconducting
lead. The passive dot is coupled to normal (N) and superconductor (S) electrodes. In the drag configuration, these two
electrodes have the same chemical potential µ. Without loss of generality, we take the energy reference at µN = µS = 0.
Furthermore, the active dot is attached to two normal electrodes (L and R) through which a symmetric bias voltage
is applied as µL = −µR = eVbias/2, where e is the electron charge. As a consequence, the tunneling Hamiltonian
becomes

Ĥt =
∑

k

(
tLd̂
†
aĉk,L + tRd̂

†
aĉk,R + h.c.

)
+
∑

k,σ

(
tN d̂

†
p,σ ĉk,N,σ + tS d̂

†
p,σ ĉk,S,σ + h.c.

)
, (S3)

where tβ for β = L,R,N, S are the dot-lead tunnel couplings. In the following, we consider the wide-band approx-

imation, in which case the tunnel hybridization strength is given by Γβ = 2π|tβ |2ρβ0 , where ρβ0 is the corresponding
electrode’s density of states in its normal state.

S-II. NONEQUILIBRIUM GREEN’S FUNCTIONS METHOD

Here, we give the details of calculating the drag current using the nonequilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF)
formalism [S1]. We consider the Hamiltonian of noninteracting double quantum dots, Ĥdqd(Up = Uap = 0), and

the Hamiltonian of electrodes, Ĥleads, as the unperturbed Hamiltonian and proceed by considering Ĥt and Ĥint =
Uapn̂an̂p + Upn̂p,↑n̂p,↓ the interaction Hamiltonians. Then, we define the contour-ordered single particle Green’s
function of the system for the active and passive dots, respectively, by

iGca (τ, τ ′) =
〈
Tcd̂a (τ) d̂†a (τ ′)

〉
, (S4)

iGc
p (τ, τ ′) =

〈
TcΨ̂p (τ) Ψ̂†p (τ ′)

〉
, (S5)

where 〈. . .〉 is the ground state expectation value of the interacting system, Tc is the time-ordering operator along the
Keldysh contour and τ and τ ′ are time variables along the Keldysh contour. In Eq. (S5), we represent the Green’s

function of the passive dot in the Nambu basis defined by Ψ̂†p = (d̂†p,↑, d̂p,↓). Here and in the following, we show the
quantities in the Nambu basis using bold letters such as G and Σ.
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A. Dyson equation for the passive dot

In frequency space, the retarded interacting Green’s function of the passive dot can be obtained from

GR
p (ω) =

{[
gRp (ω)

]−1 −ΣR
p,int (ω)

}−1

, (S6)

where gRp (ω) is the mean-field retarded Green’s function given by

gRp (ω) =
(
ωI− hp −ΣR

p,leads

)−1

, (S7)

where I is the 2×2 identity matrix and hp is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements (εp+Uap 〈n̂a〉+Up 〈n̂p,↓〉 ,−εp−
Uap 〈n̂a〉−Up 〈n̂p,↑〉). Moreover, ΣR

p,leads (ω) = ΣR
p,N (ω)+ΣR

p,S (ω) is the sum of self-energies due to coupling the passive
dot to the normal and superconducting electrodes. Their respective expressions in the wide-band approximation read

ΣR
p,N (ω) = −iΓp,NI, (S8)

and

ΣR
S (ω) = −iΓSβ (ω)

(
1 −∆

ω

−∆
ω 1

)
, (S9)

where β (ω) is given by

β (ω) =
|ω|√

ω2 −∆2
θ (|ω| −∆)− i ω√

∆2 − ω2
θ (∆− |ω|) , (S10)

with θ (. . .) the Heaviside step function. Furthermore, in Eq. (S6), ΣR
p,int (ω) is the retarded self-energy of the passive

dot due to interaction with the active dot. Its expression will be given later.
We also need to calculate the interacting lesser and greater Green’s functions of the passive dot, which are given by

G<,>
p (ω) = GR

p (ω)
(
Σ<,>
p,leads (ω) + Σ<,>

p,int (ω)
)
GA
p (ω) , (S11)

where the advanced Green’s function is obtained as GA
p (ω) =

[
GR
p (ω)

]†
and Σ<,>

p,leads can be calculated from

Σ<
p,N/S = −2i Im

(
ΣR
p,N/S

)
fN/S(ω), (S12)

and

Σ>
p,N/S = 2i Im

(
ΣR
p,N/S

)
[1− fN/S(ω)]. (S13)

fβ(ω) = {1 + exp[(ω − µβ)/kBT ]}−1 is the Fermi distribution function of electrode β = N,S with chemical potential
µβ and temperature T . The expressions for the lesser and greater interacting self-energies, Σ<,>

p,int, are given below.

B. Dyson equation for the active dot

Next, we will focus on the active dot. Its full retarded Green’s function is given by

GRa (ω) =
{[
gRa (ω)

]−1 − ΣRa,int (ω)
}−1

, (S14)

where the mean-field retarded Green’s function gRa (ω) is

gRa (ω) =

(
ω − εa − Uap

∑

σ

〈n̂p,σ〉 − ΣRa,leads

)−1

. (S15)

Here, ΣRa,leads (ω) = ΣRa,L (ω) + ΣRa,R (ω) is the self-energy due to coupling the active dot to its right and left normal

metal electrodes: ΣRa,β (ω) = −iΓa,β for β = R,L. The lesser Green’s function of the active dot is also given in a
similar manner to the passive dot in Eq. (S11) by replacing subscript p with a and considering the hybridization of
the active dot with two normal metallic electrodes.
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C. Interaction self-energies for the passive dot

We obtain the interacting lesser and greater self-energies for the passive dot within second-order perturbation
theory [S2]. We generalize the results of Ref. [S3] to include the nonlocal capacitive interaction between the passive
and active dots:

Σ<,>
p,int (ω) =

(
Up
2π

)2 ∫
dω1Q

<,>
p (ω1) σ̂y

[
G>,<
p (ω1 − ω)

]T
σ̂y

+

(
Uap
2π

)2 ∫
dω1σ̂zG

<,>
p (ω1) σ̂zW

<,>
a (ω − ω1) , (S16)

where σ̂y and σ̂z are the second and third Pauli matrices, Qp reads

Q<,>p (ω) =

∫
dω1

[
G<,>p,11 (ω1)G<,>p,22 (ω − ω1)−G<,>p,12 (ω1)G<,>p,21 (ω − ω1)

]
, (S17)

and Wa is given by

W<,>
a (ω) =

∫
dω1G

<,>
a (ω1)G>,<a (ω1 − ω) . (S18)

The interacting retarded self-energy of the passive dot is

ΣR
p,int (ω) =

(
Up
2π

)2 ∫
dω1

[
Q<p (ω1) σ̂y

[
GA
p (ω1 − ω)

]T
σ̂y +QRp (ω1) σ̂y

[
G<
p (ω1 − ω)

]T
σ̂y

]

+

(
Uap
2π

)2 ∫
dω1

[
σ̂zG

<
p (ω1) σ̂zW

R
a (ω − ω1) + σ̂zG

R
p (ω1) σ̂z

[
W<
a (ω − ω1) +WR

a (ω − ω1)
]]
, (S19)

where

QRp (ω) =

∫
dω1

[
G<p,11 (ω1)GRp,22 (ω − ω1)−G<p,12 (ω1)GRp,21 (ω − ω1)

+GRp,11 (ω1)G<p,22 (ω − ω1)−GRp,12 (ω1)G<p,21 (ω − ω1)

+GRp,11 (ω1)GRp,22 (ω − ω1)−GRp,12 (ω1)GRp,21 (ω − ω1)
]
, (S20)

and

WR
a (ω) =

∫
dω1

[
G<a (ω1)GAa (ω1 − ω) +GRa (ω1)G<a (ω1 − ω)

]
. (S21)

D. Interacting self-energies for the active dot

The interacting lesser and greater self-energies for the active dot are given by

Σ<,>a,int (ω) =

(
Uap
2π

)2 ∫
dω1G

<,>
a (ω1)W<,>

p (ω − ω1) , (S22)

where the Wp functions are

W<,>
p (ω) =

∫
dω1Tr

[
σ̂zG

<,>
p (ω1) σ̂zG

>,<
p (ω1 − ω)

]
, (S23)

WR
p (ω) =

∫
dω1Tr

[
σ̂zG

<
p (ω1) σ̂zG

A
p (ω1 − ω) + σ̂zG

R
p (ω1) σ̂zG

<
p (ω1 − ω)

]
, (S24)

Tr [. . .] being the trace over the Nambu matrices. The interacting retarded self-energy of the active dot is given by

ΣRa,int (ω) =

(
Uap
2π

)2 ∫
dω1

[
G<a (ω1)WR

p (ω − ω1) +GRa (ω1)
[
W<
p (ω − ω1) +WR

p (ω − ω1)
]]
. (S25)
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E. Expression for the current

The above discussion provides a complete description of the required equations to calculate the interacting Green’s
functions of both active and passive dots in the nonequilibrium steady state. In our numerical calculations, we have
performed self-consistent calculations to obtain the self-consistent Green’s functions and self-energies of the system.
Once the NEGFs are obtained the electric current through the active dot to the lead β = L,R can be calculated
as [S1]

Ia,β =
e

~

∫
dω

2π

[
G<a (ω) Σ>a,β (ω)−G>a (ω) Σ<a,β (ω)

]
. (S26)

On the other hand, the electric current through the passive dot to the lead β = N,S can be evaluated from Ip,β =∫
dωIβ(ω), where Iβ(ω) is the energy resolved current density [S4]

Iβ(ω) =
e

2h
Tr
[
σ̂z(G

R
p (ω) Σ<

p,β (ω) + G<
p (ω) ΣA

p,β (ω)−ΣR
p,β (ω)G<

p (ω)−Σ<
p,β (ω)GA

p (ω))
]
. (S27)

This expression for the electric current of the passive dot has the advantage that by taking appropriate integration
limits we can quantitatively distinguish between the current in the subgap domain (IA), which is mainly due to
pair tunneling accompanied by Andreev reflection, and the current outside the superconductor gap (Iqp), which is
dominated by quasiparticle tunneling into the superconductor continuum. It is thus clear that the total current
flowing through the passive dot can be rewritten as Ip = IA + Iqp where

IA =

∫ ∆

−∆

I(ω) dω, (S28)

and

Iqp =

(∫ −∆

−∞
+

∫ ∞

∆

)
I(ω) dω. (S29)

S-III. RATE EQUATION METHOD

The rate equation method can be employed in the kBT � Γβ regime to calculate the electric current using the

eigenstates and eigenenergies of Ĥdqd as follows [S5]

Iα =
e

~
∑

λ,κ

(
γαNλκ − ΓαNλκ

)
P (κ) , (S30)

where α = p, a as before and

Γαβλκ = Γβ |〈λ|δ̂†α|κ〉|2fβ (Eλ − Eκ) , (S31)

γαβλκ = Γβ
∣∣〈λ
∣∣δ̂α
∣∣κ
〉∣∣2[1− fβ (Eκ − Eλ)], (S32)

are the tunneling rates in and out of the dot α, from and into electrode β = N,L,R, S, respectively. In the
above equations, δ̂a ≡ d̂a and δ̂p ≡

∑
σ d̂p,σ. Moreover, |λ〉 is the eigenstate of Ĥdqd with energy Eλ. In Eq.

(S30), P (λ) is the occupation probability for state |λ〉 which is calculated by solving the system of equations

0 =
∑
α,β,κ

(
(Γαβκλ + γαβκλ )P (λ)− (Γαβλκ + γαβλκ )P (κ)

)
together with the normalization condition

∑
κ P (κ) = 1.

A. Current carried by Cooper pairs

To investigate the drag current corresponding to the subgap electron transport in the passive dot, it is useful to
take the infinite-gap approximation. This approach is equivalent to taking the superconductor energy gap to be the
largest energy scale in the system. Hence, the coupling between the superconducting electrode and the passive dot
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can be replaced with an effective pairing term ΓS(d̂†p,↑d̂
†
p,↓ + h.c.) in the Hamiltonian of the passive dot [S6, S7]. As

a consequence, the Hamiltonian of the isolated double quantum dot can be exactly diagonalized as

|σ, n〉 , Eσ,n = εp + n(εa + Uap),
|±, n〉 = N−1

±,n(A±,n |0, n〉 − ΓS |2, n〉), E±,n = nεa +A∓,n,
(S33)

where the first argument in the kets (0, σ or 2) represents the state of the passive dot while the second (n = 0, 1) is
the occupation of the active dot. Moreover, N±,n is a normalization factor and

A±,n = ε̃n ±
√

(ε̃n)
2

+ Γ2
S , (S34)

where ε̃n = εp+Up/2+nUap. The above eigensystem is composed of eight states which allows us to employ Eq. (S30)
to calculate the electric current through the passive and active dots in the infinite gap approximation.

1. Tunneling rates and electron-hole symmetry

The number of electrons in the passive dot is not well defined when it is in one of the superposition states |±, n〉.
Then, transitions to odd states |σ, n〉 may involve an electron either tunneling in or out of the dot. Their probabilities

are determined by the tunneling rates Γαβλκ = Gαβλκ fβ(Eλ−Eκ) for transitions involving an electron tunneling from

terminal β into quantum dot α, and γαβλκ = J αβλκ [1− fβ(Eκ−Eλ)] for those involving an electron tunneling out of the

dot. Here, Gαβλκ = Γβ |〈λ|δ̂†α|κ〉|2 and J αβλκ = Γβ |〈λ|δ̂α|κ〉|2.
For the transition |σ, n〉 → |+,n〉, we have

Gp,N+n,σn = ΓNN−2
+nΓ2

S (S35)

J p,N+n,σn = ΓNN−2
+n

(
ε̃n +

√
ε̃2
n + Γ2

S

)2

. (S36)

Whether this transition is more likely to happen with an electron tunneling in or out of the passive dot depends on
the sign of ε̃n. The two rates are equal at ε̃n = 0.

For |−,n〉 → |σ, n〉, we have

Gp,Nσn,−n = ΓNN−2
−n

(
−ε̃n +

√
ε̃2
n + Γ2

S

)2

(S37)

J p,Nσn,−n = ΓNN−2
−nΓ2

S . (S38)

Note that at the point ε̃0 + ε̃1 = 0, the electron-hole symmetry is established by having Gp,N±1,σ1 = J p,Nσ0,∓0. Hence, at
this point, sequences of the form |σ,0〉 → |+,0〉 → |−,1〉 → |σ,1〉 contribute on average to the transport of an electron
and of a hole. The same (though with opposite contributions) is valid for the cycle |σ,1〉 → |+,1〉 → |−,0〉 → |σ,0〉,
resulting in no drag current.

2. NEGF vs. rate equation results

Our NEGF formalism is capable of considering the coupling between the passive dot and the leads nonperturbatively.
However, it is expected that in the weak tunneling regime, where kBT � Γβ , the NEGF results reproduce the results
of the rate equation method.

The infinite-gap approximation which we discussed earlier in this section can be explored within the NEGF formalism
by setting a large value to ∆ in Eq. (S9). In Fig. S1, we compare the results obtained from both methods. In Fig. S1(a),
we consider a large bias voltage on the active dot and plot the drag current as a function of εp. We can see that the
NEGF results are in good agreement with those of the rate equation method, especially the sign of the drag current
as a function of εp, and the inversion of the drag current at the point εp = −(Uap +Up)/2 ≡ −Utotal/2. In Fig. S1(b),
we take εp = −0.7Utotal, and plot the drag current as a function of bias voltage on the active dot, where we find good
agreement between the results obtained from both methods. The insets in both panels show the corresponding results
for the case where kBT ∼ ΓN . We can see that by decreasing the temperature the rate equation results depart from
the NEGF ones, which is an indication that in this parameter regime the results from rate equation method are not
quantitatively correct, though they still give a proper qualitative behaviour.
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FIG. S1. Comparison of NEGF results with the results obtained from rate equation method in the infinite gap approximation.
Left panels show drag current as a function of εp for a large Vbias while right panels show drag current as a function of Vbias for
εp = −0.7Utotal. In (a) and (b) we take kBT = 1 meV whereas in (c) and (d) kBT = 0.03 meV. Here, ∆ in the NEGF calculations
is set to a large value (∆ = 10 meV). Additional parameters: Up = 5Uap = 0.5 meV and ΓL = ΓR = ΓN = ΓS/3 = 0.05 meV.

B. Current carried by quasiparticles

Let us now consider the case when the contribution of Cooper pairs is negligible. The only effect of the supercon-
ductor is then introduced by the presence of a gap in the density of states. Tunneling through the S barrier is only
possible for electrons with energy falling outside the gap region.

Assuming strong on-site Coulomb interactions, there are only four relevant charge states, described in terms of the
charge occupations: |np, na〉, with nα = 0, 1. We ignore the spin degree of freedom here, for simplicity. The different
tunneling rates in the passive dot are:

Γp,N1n,0n = ΓNfNn, (S39)

for electrons tunneling in from terminal N with the active dot having n electrons, and

Γp,S1n,0n = Γqp
SnfSn = ΓSνnfSn, (S40)

for electrons tunneling in from terminal S. For transitions into the active dot, we have Γa,βn1,n0 = Γβfβn. Here,
fβn = fβ(εp + nUap), when β = N,S, and fβn = fβ(εa + nUap), when β = L,R. For electrons tunneling out to the
respective terminals, we need to make the replacement fβn → 1−fβn. Since the passive system is unbiased, we define
fn ≡ fNn = fSn. This way, tunneling events involving the superconductor depend on the occupation of the active
dot. Note that we are assuming the simplest case where ΓN and ΓS are energy-independent, which emphasizes the
key role of the gap.

Writing down a rate equation for these states [S8], we find the drag current

Idrag = −e(ν0 − ν1)
ΓNΓS
~γ3

∑

β,β′=L,R

Aββ′ΓβΓβ′ , (S41)

with the prefactor γ3 > 0 setting the normalization of the steady-state density matrix, and

Aββ′ = f0fβ1(1− fβ0)− f1fβ0(1− fβ′1) +
1

2
(fβ0 + fβ′0 − fβ1 − fβ′1). (S42)

Remarkably, the presence of a drag current only relies on the asymmetry introduced by the gap, ν0 − ν1.
We obtain a simpler expression in the high bias limit, where fLn → 1 and fRn → 0, hence tunneling is unidirectional

in the active system and:

Idrag = −e (ν0 − ν1)(f0 − f1)ΓNΓSΓLΓR
(ΓL + ΓR) {ΓN [ΓN + (ν0 + ν1)ΓS + ΓL + ΓR] + ΓS(ν0ν1ΓS + ν1ΓL + ν0ΓR)} . (S43)
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FIG. S2. Drag current as a function of εp calculated using the NEGF (solid line) and the rate equation (dashed line) methods,
when the superconductor lead is replaced by a normal metal with a modified density of states, νS(ω). We take in (a) a flat
pseudo-gap and in (b) a Dynes density of states with η = ∆/6 for the normal lead. Additional parameters: ∆ = 1 meV,
ΓL = ΓR = ΓN = ΓS = 0.0016 meV, Up = 0 and Uap = kBT = 0.5 meV.

We find a simple interpretation from the above expression for the drag current by introducing a hard gap in the
density of states νn = g(εp + nUap)θ (|εp + nUap| −∆). For the moment, we ignore the explicit energy dependence
of the function g(E). Now, consider for example that the passive dot level lies in the gap of the superconductor,
−∆ < εp < ∆, but εp +Uap > ∆. Then, ν0 = 0 and ν1 = 1. Further, consider for simplicity that kBT � Uap, thereby
we can approximate f0 → 1 and f1 → 0. Then, the only possible way to charge the passive dot is by an electron
tunneling from N when the active dot is empty. Due to the gap, this electron cannot tunnel out until the active dot
becomes charged, in which case it can tunnel over the gap into the superconductor. This sequence is completed when
the active dot returns to its empty state, hence generating the drag effect. Note that the electron in the passive dot
might also tunnel back to N , in this case not contributing to the current. For finite temperatures, this sequence is
still the dominant process as f0 − f1 > 0. Therefore, the drag current is positive.

The level position with respect to the gap changes the sign of the current. In the opposite case when −∆ <
εp + Uap < ∆ and εp < −∆ (i.e., ν0 6= 0 and ν1 = 0), the passive dot can be charged both from N and S, but it can
only tunnel out to N , hence leading to a negative drag current. If both energies lie in the gap, then ν0 = ν1 = 0 and
there is no drag current.

Thus, for levels close to the Fermi energy the direction of the current is strongly dominated by the gap. Only in
the case where both energies fall outside the gap will the sign of the current depend on details of the density of states
through the function g(E).

1. NEGF vs. rate equation results

We can also compare the quasiparticle drag current obtained from the rate equation formalism with the NEGF
results. To this end, we replace the superconductor lead self-energy in Eq. (S9) with a normal lead self-energy as in
Eq. (S8) multiplied by an energy dependent density of states, νS(ω).

In Fig. S2(a), we show the results obtained from both NEGF and rate equation methods for a hard gap density
of states νS(ω) = Θ (|ω| −∆). In this case, the rate equation expression calculated from Eq. (S43) is able to predict
the correct sign of the drag current as a function of εp, as compared to the NEGF result. However, the rate equation
results show features with sharp edges, which differ from the smooth NEGF curves. We can understand this because
the rate equation method neglects quantum dot level broadenings due to tunneling. Hence, for piecewise constant
pseudo-gap conditions, the drag current is conditioned on εp and εp +Uap laying on different parts of the ν(E) profile
(one in and one out of the gap).

In order to correct this and introduce finite quasiparticle lifetimes, one typically considers the Dynes density of
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states [S9, S10] which is given by

ν(ω) =

∣∣∣∣∣Re

[
ω + iη√

(ω + iη)2 −∆2

]∣∣∣∣∣ , (S44)

where η is a positive constant. Figure S2(b) shows the drag current obtained from both methods using Eq. (S44). We
observe that the sign of the drag current is again correctly reproduced by both methods while the broadening of the
drag current is much better in this case. We remark the additional drag current sign change outside the gap due to
the energy dependence of the Dynes density of states near the gap edges.
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